Special

Cosmetic Dentistry Report!

“No matter how hard you try…

You Can’t Hide Ugly, Chipped
Embarrassing, Stained Or
Crooked Teeth…
But you CAN Fix Them Fast,
with a Comfortable, Affordable
Smile Makeover…
Discover How You Can Finally End Any Dental Problems, Embarrassment
And Frustrations With A Free Smile Makeover Consultation
Dear Friend,
If you are a person who has put off needed dental care, or you look in the mirror and see a smile that
embarrasses you, or you’ve had bad dental experiences in the past, then this report may just be the most
gratifying one you’ve ever read.
Before I tell you the most common reasons why patients choose our dental office to give them the smile
of their dreams, let me ask you a few questions:
 Do you dislike your chipped, missing, crooked, or stained teeth?
 Would you like to have whiter, straighter teeth that look magnificent?
 Would you like to look and feel 10 years younger and receive compliments about your
attractive smile?
 Have you been putting off going to the dentist due to fear, anxiety or pain sensitivity?
 Have you ever wondered what it would be like to smile with CONFIDENCE and feel extremely
ATTRACTIVE?
 Are you ever embarrassed or frustrated with your teeth and/or your smile?
 Do you have teeth that overlap, are twisted, crooked, or have gaps…and would like a simple painfree solution that gives you a fantastic smile almost instantly?
 Do you want to smile with confidence once again by showing off the smile that you truly
deserve?
If you answered “YES” to any of these questions, then I can help you solve these problems while also
giving you the smile you’ve always dreamed of. With advanced dentistry and our extensive training we can take
any smile, no matter how bad, and turn it into a gorgeous smile that you would normally see on T.V. shows like
“Extreme Makeover”. Plus, if you read this report, I’d like to invite you in for a FREE Smile Makeover
Consultation so we can design the smile you’ve always wanted.
Whether you want a Dream Smile or you just want small subtle changes to your smile, come in for your
FREE Smile Analysis.
What I’m talking about may sound too good to be true, but that is why, before I’m done speaking with
you today, you’ll realize you CAN have the smile you’ve always dreamed of, and you can do it affordably and
almost INSTANTLY! (Listen: Lots of people, even some of your neighbors, have already experienced the
amazingly painless, quick, confidence building results from coming into our office with their most challenging
dental problems.)

Here’s all you do: Simply come into the office for a FREE Smile Makeover Consultation and we will explain
how easily we can give you the smile you’ve always dreamed of! And how you can do all of this quickly, in total comfort,
and have people complimenting and raving about you and your smile. It’s not unusual for someone to have the “new
attractive” smile in just 2 short visits!

You Can Understand How Thrilling
It Is To Suddenly See A New, Whiter, Straighter
And More Attractive Smile In Your Mirror!
How can you get such wonderful results? Simple: There are so many new advanced methods in dentistry that we
can ‘fix’ any dental problem. The good news is that I’ve kept on the cutting edge of dentistry so that I can handle a wide
variety of case scenarios.

With these new methods, you can come in with an embarrassing, twisted, crooked, or gapped smile and
sometimes in as few as 2 visits you can flaunt an attractive, confident, glowing smile that your neighbors and friends will
wish they had. And, you don’t need to go through any long, uncomfortable, or frustrating procedures.
Even the most distorted, discolored teeth have been miraculously transformed in as little as two visits.
I’m not kidding. When you choose our office, you see results immediately. Imagine, in as little as 14 days, you
can expect to feel like a completely different person…and you’ll have friends and family accusing you of discovering the
fountain of youth!

Some Patients Even Say They “Feel”
Like They Are 20 Years Younger
…because when you have a more attractive smile, an excitement and confidence ignites in you that you
haven’t felt in a long time. So, why wait and longer. Here’s what you must do: If you (or any of your friends or
family) are embarrassed or frustrated with your teeth, please come in for a simple FREE Smile Makeover
Consultation.

NO Sales! No Pressure! No Obligation To Accept Treatment!
When you come in, here’s something you really need to understand: our practice is filled with great,
happy, and fun patients. One of the main reasons is that when they come into our office, we treat them like
family.
So, what’s really important to know is that no one here is going to pressure you or pull some tricky sales
pitch on you, and try and give you anything you don’t want or need.
In fact, it’s the total opposite. We are here to educate you and make you feel like you truly have a
support team that is on YOUR side and is going to go the extra mile to get you the results that YOU want. After
all, that is what’s most important, and that’s why we get so many referrals from our current patients.
All you have to do is call our office at (732) 530-5111 and set up an appointment.
So, stop right now, call us and request your FREE Smile Makeover Consultation!
Denise DiBona DDS, LLC
146 Maple Ave.
Red Bank, NJ 07701

(732) 530-5111
www.DeniseDiBonaDDS.com
P.S. If you truly want healthier, more attractive teeth and confidence when you smile, then please call today to
set up your FREE Smile Makeover Consultation! If you can’t use this, please pass it on to a friend and I will
honor the same offer. One last thought- - it’s important. If you have any questions about this amazing “Million
Dollar Smile” maker, please don’t hesitate to call me directly at (732) 530-5111.

